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Family History Series Part 9:

Tracing a Great War Ancestor
By Sophie Jackson

With so much recent emphasis on the anniversary of the First World War it is

understandable that people have taken an avid interest in the part their ancestor

played in the conflict. Many of these stories are full of horror, sadness and

sometimes disappointment, but whatever role our ancestors played they were all

part of one of the most momentous events of the twentieth century.

Hearing Lost Voices

Every soldier, sailor and airman was at one time recorded in the official

military records. Unfortunately during the Second World War many of these

papers were lost in the Blitz. Today, what remains is kept at the National

Archives in London and remain a good starting point for the genealogist.

Websites such as www.ancestry.co.uk have now digitised many of these

records, making them easy to search from home. But they only hold so much

information, to learn more about an ancestor’s war experience the family

historian has to turn detective.

One good resource is your local newspaper archives. Many local newspapers

carried the stories of heroic deeds, or deaths of people serving in the war from

their region. They also often include photographs and in many cases these are

the only pictures that remain of an ancestor.

At the start of the war deaths were often recorded in great detail, but as the

years passed and deaths became not only more frequent but larger in number,

papers stopped reporting them in detail and instead ran columns listing the

names of the dead. However, throughout the war newspapers provided lengthy

reports on the current events on the Continent, including the various battles. It

may, therefore, be possible to find details about the action an ancestor partici-

pated in through the papers. Another source is local history books, or regimental

histories. While an ancestor may not be named specifically, they can give a

good idea of what his life would have been like at the Front.

Finding the Forgotten

Over the last few years a number of Great War resources have become

digitally available. The Imperial War Museum has been working on a number of

projects including ‘Lives of the First World War’ www.livesofthefirstworld

war.org/ an interactive website which will enable people to upload photographs

and stories of their ancestors, sharing them with the world. Similarly the

National Archives are launching Operation War Diary www.nationalarchives.

gov.uk/first-world-war/ enabling people to read through

portions of the war diaries kept by various regiments and to

‘tag’ an ancestor in them. Over the next four years it has to

be hoped that more of this material will become available

for people to access online.

Every year that we move further away from the Great

War more stories and memories are lost. We can no longer

expect first-hand accounts and even the children of Great

War survivors are often in their 80s or sadly no longer with

us. Many of the stories they were told by their parents are

already lost for good. One last part we can play in

preserving this history is by visiting older people and

recording their memories. Time is against us, but with the

renewal of interest in the war more and more stories are

emerging. These are as much key to our understanding of

the Great War as the official records; it is the memories of

the ordinary man that bring the horrors of conflict alive and

remind us that these were not just names on paper, these

were real people, with real lives. Many died and left so

little trace. While we have a chance it is time to find the

forgotten and learn their stories, before another 100 years

sweeps them away forever.

British War medal. “A number of online records are
concerned with medal awards. If an ancestor earned a
specific medal for bravery it may be possible to trace the
story.” Copyright N/A.

Wounded Soldiers. Many poignant pictures such as this taken by Mr Fred C. Palmer
remain after the war, but what we know about the men in them are limited.
Copyright N/A.

RFC Observers Report. “Various documents exist from the
First War, tracking them down, however, can be tricky.”
Used by permission of the Imperial War Museum.



Sir John Hammerton was on a strange mission as he entered a Brighton

cinema in search of its Commissionaire. It was 1939, Britain was on the brink

of another war, and Hammerton, a man famed for his creation of large-scale

works of reference, was on the hunt for the man who fired the first shot of the

Great War. Hammerton had started his quest in the War Museum at Mons,

before ending up at the Duke of York’s Picture House looking for a man

named Edward Thomas.

Thomas was an army veteran who wore his campaign medals with pride on

his Commissionaire’s uniform. When Hammerton finally found him it took

Thomas by surprise to learn of his quest. After 24 years of peace Thomas had

almost forgotten about the fateful events that had earned him the dubious

reputation for firing the first British shot of the war. 

An Ordinary Soldier

Corporal Edward Thomas was an old soldier by the time war broke out with

Germany. He had joined the Royal Horse Artillery at the age of 14, had seen

some of the Boer War and earned a campaign medal before he was 16. In

1914 he was 29 and had 15 years of service in the army under his belt.

Thomas was part of the 4th Royal Irish Dragoon Guards, who set sail for the

Continent on 15 August 1914. Seven days later he was at Mons and fighting in

the first British engagement of the war.

On 22 August the Dragoons laid an ambush for a German Cavalry division;

members of the 4th troop were ordered to dismount and to remain out of sight.

When the Germans neared they were to fire directly into them, the remaining

Dragoons were to launch a charge from further along the road. But the ambush

was a failure; the Germans spotted the Dragoons and turned tail.

Thomas remounted his horse as his fellow Dragoons chased after the

Germans. There was a mad dash through the village of Casteau, Dragoons

scattering the Germans with their swords. 4th troop was ordered to dismount

again. Thomas jumped from his horse and grabbed his rifle. About 400 yards

away a German cavalry officer was trying to organise his scattered forces. Still

mounted on his horse he was gesticulating wildly to the men around him.

Thomas could not have had a more perfect target. He took aim, he pulled the

trigger and the German fell instantly to the ground.

Making History

At the time it never occurred to Thomas he had fired the first British shot of

the war. 24 years later, when Thomas recounted the events to Hammerton they

were still very fresh in his memory. When Hammerton met him he was a tall

man of military bearing and a tightly waxed moustache. He was mildly

bemused that people would be interested in his actions during the war, for him

it had been a very ordinary thing; “I had not the slightest feeling of being in

battle… It seemed to me like an ordinary action taking place in peace time

manoeuvres.” 

Hammerton recorded his story for posterity, preserving possibly the only

first-hand account by Thomas. A few years later the humble ex-Dragoon

would be dead from pneumonia and there would be no further chances to hear

his story. Now, 100 years on, we are once again interested in the man who

fired the first shot of the war (at least for the British). He is largely forgotten

by history, except for a memorial at Mons, and his name is not one many will

know. Like so many who fought in the war, his story has been lost in the sands

of time.
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Centenary:

Who Fired the First Shot

of the Great War?
By Sophie Jackson

The spot where the first British shot of the Great War was
fired (note the arrow) Copyright N/A

Thomas (now Sergeant) as he was in 1939 when Sir John
Hammerton tracked him down and heard his story.
Copyright N/A

Corporal Thomas as he was at the time of the Great War, he
was 29 and had already served for 15 years. Copyright N/A


